Produits

LOW-CODE SOLUTION
FOR SOPHISTICATED
BUSINESS APP

FREE BUSINESS INNOVATION AND
IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE
Whatever the size of your company and your activity area are, we accompany you on in your documents
and business processes digitalization projects. Thanks to an innovative solution, you will develop
applications perfectly fitted to your business problematics and valorize the data, accelerate the process
or follow new uses.
You will carry on businesses to innovation and increase your performance.

« With Anakeen we created
an innovative business
application working Offline »
Didier PAUCARD
AFNOR Group ISD
OPERA Project

« Anakeen enabled us to be able
to replace in no time our aging
Information System »
Yanick SEILLER
LAGON Project Lead
Ministry of Overseas

« Thanks to the flexibility of
Anakeen solution, we were able
to mutualize our applicative
socle »
Axel LOCATELLI
SYSMAN Project Lead
Ministry of Defence

www.anakeen.com

ANAKEEN PLATFORM
THE LOW-CODE SOLUTION FOR THE CREATION
OF SOPHISTICATED BUSINESS APPS
The Anakeen platform contains all the mechanisms required to create an application.
With the addition of a relatively small amount of code, the platform generates all the ingredients needed to design a bespoke
enterprise application: data structure, a workflow engine, a dynamic access matrix and a graphic user interface ready to be
personalised. This tool is agile, reliable, efficient, cost-effective and flexible.
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WORKFLOW PACKAGE

With the Workflow Package, digitalize business processes to
allow users to focus on their core business activity. Thanks to
the document’s lifecycle, the task management and the process
automation, the whole business process is accelerated and secured.

Workflow
Package

USER INTERFACE PACKAGE

With the User Interface Package, you can provide an unequalled user
experience through a tailored ergonomy and the aestetic of a rich
interface.
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PACKAGE

Continuity
Experience
Package

The Continuity Experience Package offers a progressive adaptation
to the differents devices and internet connexions for an equal
performance feeling. This package carries as well a complete offline
mode, without any alteration of the UX.

With the Security Package, dynamic rights allows to adjust to the best
the data’s confidentiality to the stage of the workflow. The traceability
of any action is complete and each data will be seen by the right
person exclusively.
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With the Transformation Package, your data can be transformed to
documents DOCX, XLSX, CSV or PDF. Apply a template to save some
time at the end of a workflow.
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A SOLUTION BORN TO MEET
ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS

AGILITY

RELIABILITY

COST-EFFECTIVE

Anakeen Platform provides

With Anakeen Platform there

By choosing Anakeen Platform, you

80% of an application’s

are 20 times fewer lines of code

allocate your budget to something

functionalities. Development

compared to a framework. The

fundamental. You reduce the

time is reduced fourfold

risk of bugs is therefore also

number of anomalies and thereby

compared to a framework. You

reduced by 20 and frictions

decrease the cost of corrective

maintain the momentum of a

during the acceptance phase are

maintenance and can develop your

project primed for success, and

drastically reduced.

application continuously.

reduce the likelihood of a tunnel
effect.

EFFICIENCY

FLEXIBILITY

Anakeen Platform is designed for major

Anakeen Platform was designed taking

new enterprise application projects.

both business and technical constraints

Over 100,000 people use it every day.

into account. It can be hosted on the

We ensure the creation of a modern and

Cloud (SaaS) or on premises, depending

efficient application.

which option suits your company.

www.anakeen.com

ACCESS A
NEXT-GENERATION
USER EXPERIENCE

THEY GAVE US THEIR TRUST :

ABOUT ANAKEEN
A French software publisher with almost 20 years of experience in the transformation of information systems,
Anakeen’s mission is to provide the best possible support to organizations in their project to digitize documents and
business processes. With an heritage based on rigor, listening to customer needs and innovation, Anakeen is today
a successful company that places people at the heart of development. Through its low-code platform dedicated to
the creation of business applications, Anakeen brings to its customers the agile, reliable, efficient, cost-effective and
flexible solution that they expected.
Anakeen has carried out dozens of large-scale projects that today satisfy the expectations of several tens of thousands
of users.

To know more, contact our before-sales engeneers team
to: +33 (0)1 75 43 66 10 or go on www.anakeen.com
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